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WAGE SURVEY OF 
ROAD AND STREET EMPLOYEES 
IN INDIANA COUNTIES AND CITIES 
INTRODUCTION 
Wages, benefits and insurance plans for 
employee classifications common to road and 
street maintenance organizations are reported 
1n this publication. The figures were 
obtained from a March 1988 questionnaire sent 
to all Indiana County Highway Departments and 
from the "Indiana Municipal Salaries, Wages 
and Fringe Benefits, 1988" published by the 
Indiana Association of Cities & Towns. 
The information in this publication is 
intended to assist the local road and street 
agencies in developing the wage plans for 
next years budget by providing comparative 
information from other organizations in the 
state. Exact duties and responsibilities 
vary and are not reflected in the general job 
classification but are reflected in different 
wage rates. In addition, when expensive 
items of equipment are utilized by an agency, 
it is generally necessary to have a higher 
wage for the individuals responsihle for 
operation an~ care of such equipment. Costs 
of equipment repairs are reduced when skilled 





Salaried personnel are not listed in 
this pUblication however such city employees 
are in the previously mentioned "Indiana 
Municipal Salaries, Wages and Fringe 
Benefits, 1988" and county officials are 
listed in the "County Government Statistical 
Report" published yearly by the Indiana Farm 
Bureau. 
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HIGHWAY EXTENSION AND RESEARCH PROJECT FOR INDIANA COUNTIES AND CITIES (HERPICC) 1 
1988 SURVEY OF COUNTY HIGHWAY WAGE RATES, WORK SCHEDULES AND BENEFITS 
Ave. Total No. Highway 
of Regular Wage Rates 
Employees Total No. Standardized 
Truck Heavy Equip. Unskilled Assigned to of Dump Trucks with other 
Countv Clerk Bookkeeper Mechanic Foreman 
" 
Drivers Operators Labor Hwy. Maint. Regularly Used County Empl. 
Adams $ $6.34/ $7.85/ $8.56/ $7.45 $7.71 $7.45 25 12 20 
$8.37 $8.83 
Allen $5.08/ $7.12/ $7.32 $8.33/ $8.16/ $7.70/ $7.25/ 69 27 55 
$6.64 $10.81 $10.85 $9.56 $9.26 $9.10 $8.17 
Bartholomew $ $7.11 $9.22 $ $6.00/ $6.00/ $5.00/ 21 18 18 
$8.22 $8.22 $7.22 
Benton $5.25 $7.00 $7.98 $7.93 $7.63 $7.73 $4.75/ 15 15 13 
$7.63 
Blackford $6.14 $5.10 $8.73 $8.14 $7.40/ $7.68 $6.40 12 14 11 
$7.68 
Boone $495.96/ $ $8.98 $9.25 $7.40 $8.80 $7.07 29 7 27 
two weeks 
Brown $ $ salary $8.49 $salary $7.77 $7.96 $7.25 16 14 14 
Carroll $ $12,210 yr. $7.75 none $6.00/ $6.00/ $6.00/ 23 21 21 
$7.40 $7.40 $7.40 
Cass $10,508/ $ $7.15/ $ $6.80/ $7.05/ $ 34 16 32 
$10,808/yr. $7.20 $7.10 $7.30 
Clark $8.97 $9.62 $7.20/ $8.44 $6.75/ $6.75/ $6.75/ 56 33 46 
$8.40 $7.75 $7.75 $7.75 
Clay $5.21/ $ $6.85 $ $6.34 $6.47 $6.02 25 10 22 
$5.37 
Clinton $ $12,800/yr. $7.68 $18,500/ $6.82/ $7.68 $ 28 15 24 
yr. $7.62 
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1988 SURVEY OF COUNTY HIGHWAY WAGE RATES, WORK SCHEDULES AND BENEFITS 
Ave. Total No. Highway 
of Regular Wage Rates 
Emplovees Total No. Standardized 
Truck Heavy Equip. Unskilled Asslgned to of Dump Trucks with other 
County Clerk Bookkeeper Mechanic Foreman Drivers Operators Labor Hwy. Maint. Regularly Used County Empl. 
Crawford $841.00/mo. $ $6.40 $1041.00/ $5.65 $6.15 $4.90 23 6 0 
mo. 
DaviesR $5.94 $6.15 $10.14 $10.16 $7.88 $8.42 $7.52 40 40 40 
Dearborn $ $6.03 $7.08 $8.16 $6.85 $7.26 $6.49 40 12 33 
Decatur $5.86 $ $7.33 $6.57/ $5.52/ $6.86 $4.50 27 12 25 
$6.89 $6.27 
DeKalb $l3,527.54/ $13,970.84/ $8.51/ $8.57 $8.28 $8.57 $7.25 22 15 19 
yr. yr. $9.28 
Delaware Information not received 
Dubois $19,080/yr. $ $7.85 $7.80/ $7.45 $7.70 $7.10 28 18 26 
$8.30 
Elkhart $6.00/ $6.65 0$10.13/ 0$9.84 0$8.50/ 0$9.84 0$7.00/ 50 26 50 
$6.98 $10.43 $9.28 $8.46 
Fayette $ $6.36 0$8.12/ $7.97/ 0$7.91 0$8.01 0$7.91 18 7 15 
$9.00 $8.31 
Floyd $10,500/yr. $16,488/yr. $7.66/ $ $7.66 $7.84/ $7.66 26 15 19 
$8.20 $8.44 
Fountain $1l,226/yr. $ $7.40 $8.14 $6.60/ $7.10 $4.00 31 10 30 
$7.10 
Franklin $17,680/yr. $ $7.55/ $7.65 $7.20 $7.50 $3.50 26 9 22 
$7.75 
Fulton $1021. 66/mo. $ $8.88/ $ $7.35/ $7.35/ $4.50 24 15 21 
$8.99 $7.99 $7.99 
o unionized 
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1988 SURVEY OF COUNTY HIGHWAY WAGE RATES t WORK SCHEDULES AND BENEFITS 
Ave. Total No. Highway 
of Regular Wage Rates 
Employees Total No. Standardized 
Truck Heavy Equip. Unskilled Assigned to of Dump Trucks with other 
County Clerk Bookkeeper Mechanic Foreman Drivers Operators Labor Hwy. Maint. Regularly Used County Empl. 
Gibson 0$14 t 689/yr.0$14 t 689/yr. °$7.65/ $17 t 750\/ °$7.65/ ° $8.00 ° $7.30 53 11 48 
$8.50 $20 t I90/yr $7.75 
Grant $5.00 $7.28 $7.52 $8.56/ $7.30 $7.52/ $7.16 36 18 34 
$9.20 $7.82 
Greene $5.72 $5.86 $6.61 $6.97 $6.50 $6.61 $4.70/ 45 8 42 
$5.70 
Hamilton $ $7.20 $8.60 $8.60 $8.10 $ $5.00 26 11 25 
Hancock $12 t 950/yr. $ $7.68 $7.68 $7.15 $7.42 $,7.06 25 13 24 
Harrison $4.74 $5.72 $6.22/ $ $6.19/ $6.19/ $5.65 35 12 30 
$6.55 $6.53 $6.53 
Hendricks $ $15 t I84/yr. $ $21 t 996/yr $6.93 $7.14 $6.62 28 17 25 
Henry $ $ $6.50/ $7.50 $6.50 $6.80 $ 33 10 21 
$8.15 
Howard $7.55 $7.55 $9.38 $9.85 $8.53 $9.38 $8.27 28 12 10 
Huntington $ $8.30 $10.75 $9.50/ $9.00/ $9.00/ $5.25 23 15 21 
$12.06 $9.15 
Jackson $5.88 $5.88 $6.75/ $6.91/ $6.45 $6.45 $6.45 31 13 22 
$9.35 $8.48 
Jasper $6.34 $6.34 $7.32/ $7.39 $7.35 $7.35 $4.88/ 27 9 25 
$8.77 $7.15 
Jay $ $5.73 $7.45 $ $6.63 $7.45 $5.95 24 14 21 
°unionized 
----------------- -----------------
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1988 SURVEY OF COUNTY HIGHWAY WAGE RATES, WORK SCHEDULES AND BENEFITS 
Ave. Total No. Highway 
of Regular Wage Rates 
Employees Total No. Standardized 
Truck Heavy Equip. Unskilled Assigned to of Dump Trucks with other 
County Clerk Bookkeeper Mechanic Foreman Drivers Operators Labor Hwy. Maint. Regularly Used County Empl. 
Jefferson $6.59 $ $7.21 $7.82 $6.38 $7.21 $6.16 31 9 30 
Jennings $11,616/yr. $ $ $14,445/ $6.10 $6.42 $6.10 28 13 28 
yr. 
Johnson $5.50 $8.33 $9.00 $10.16/ $8.38/ $9.75/ $5.50/ 32 14 29 
$10.45 $8.73 $10.13 $5.95 
Knox $ $6.15 $6.35/ $6.43/ $6.10/ $6.45 $6.10/ 44 11 37 
$6.45 $6.78 $6.20 $6.20 
Kosciusko $19,000/yr. $ $8.30 $9.14 $8.05 $8.16 $7.74 39 16 35 
Lagrange $6.75 $5.25 $8.53/ $8.51 $5.50/ $6.75/ $5.00/ 25 18 19 
$9.44 $7.92 $8.10 $5.87 
Lake Information not received 
LaPorte $6.98 $7.15 $8.08 $8.31/ $ $7.98 $6.98/ 51 . 45 37 
$8.78 $7.98 
Lawrence $ $14,500/yr. $7.31 $16,216/ $7.07 $7.18 $6.66 40 12 35 
yr. 
Madison $ $8.14 $7.85 $9.03 $7.03 $8.03 $6.33 57 6 45 
Marion Information not received 
Marshall $6.94 $5.17 $8.22 $9.52 $7.74 $8.22 $7.32 33 20 29 
Martin $ $7.26 $8.99 $8.99 $6.97 $8.38/ $6.98 19 7 16 
$8.99 
Miami $11, OOO/yr. $11, OOO/yr. $8.35/ $7.60/ $6.90/ $7.45/ $5.25/ 33 16 2 
$12.52 $11. 40 $10.35 $11.17 $7.87 
--------- ~------ 1 
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1988 SURVEY OF COUNTY HIGHWAY WAGE RATES t WORK SCHEDULES AND BENEFITS 
Ave. Total No. Highway 
of Regular Wage Rates 
Employees Total No. Standardized 
Truck Heavy Equip. Unskilled Assigned to of Dump Trucks ~.;lt:h other 
County Clerk Bookkeeper Mechanic Foreman Drivers Operators Labor Hwy. Maint. Regularly Used County Empl. 
Monroe $5.28 $15 t 900/yr. °$8.96/ $9.23/ °$8.47/ °$8.63/ °$8.36/ 39 22 39 
$9.32 $9.50 $8.83 $9.36 $8.71 
Montgomery $10 t 713/yr. $11 t 354/yr. $6.47 $6.67 $6.19 $6.47 $5.96 28 11 27 
Morgan $6.24 $6.42 $9.00 $8.03 $6.08/ $7.53 $4.75/ 29 16 22 
$7.53 $6.08 
Newton $4.50/ $4.50/ $4.50/ $7.53/ $6.09/ $7.18 $4.50 20 10 18 
$5.50 $5.50 $7.53 $8.00 $7.18 
Noble $6.00 $15 t 430/yr. $9.25 $9.50 $8.30 $9.00 $6.50 18 13 17 
Ohio $661. 33/mo. $1375. oo/mo. $6.44 $1205/mo. $5.84 $5.84 $4.00 10 5 8 
Orange $11 t 200/yr. $ $6.61 $14000/yr.$5.88 $6.10/ $4.92 25 8 30 
$6.25 
Owen $ $5.55 $6.18/ $6.97/ $5.83/ $6.18/ $4.91/ 27 8 24 
$6.81 $7.43 $6.43 $6.81 $5.50 
Parke $4.95 $4.95 $6.14 $7.15 $5.93 $6.14 $ 28 11 20 
Perry $5.10 $11402/yr. $8.00 $15194/yr.$6.48 $6.96 $ 27 12 21 
Pike Information not received 
Porter $12940/yr. $13051/yr. $8.70/ $8.55/ $7.90/ $7.90/ $5.50 42 25 40 
$9.25 $9.10 $8.40 $8.60 
Posey $1068/mo. $1103/mo. $7.75 $ $6.83 $7.51 $6.59 25 15 21 
Pulaski $ $7.00 $7.60 $7.20 $6.10/ $6.10/ $4.50 21 15 20 
$7.00 $7.00 
° unionized 
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1988 SURVEY OF COUNTY HIGHWAY WAGE RATES, WORK SCHEDULES AND BENEFITS 
Ave. Total No. Highway 
of Regular Wage Rates 
Employees Total No. Standardized 
Truck Heavy Equip. Unskilled Assigned to of Dump Trucks with other 
County Clerk Bookkeeper Mechanic Foreman Drivers Operators Labor Hwy. Maint. Regularly Used County Empl. 
Putnam $1048.75/yr. $1103.83/yr. $7.37/ $7.44/ $6.62/ $7.09/ $6.30/ 30 13 23 
$7.62 $7.82 $6.87 $7.34 $6.55 
Randolph $13,OOO/yr. $ $6.47/ $ $6.37/ $6.91 $5.59/ 26 18 23 
$6.61 $6.61 $5.69 
Ripley $ $433. 33/twice $7.55 $625.00/ $6.87 $6.87 $5.25 31 12 27 
a mo. twice mo. 
Rush $453.50/biwk.$ $ $ $8.25 $8.25 $8.25 21 12 19 
st. Joseph $13,898/ $21418/yr. $7.94/ $25,435/ $7.67/ $8.50/ $7.47/ 68 32 57 
$15,236/yr. $10.50 $35,098/ $8.01 $8.71 $7.58 
yr. 
Scott $6.13 $ $9.16 $8.17 $ $7.59 $5.89 14 13 10 
Shelby $6.72 $5.00 $6.30/ $ $6.30/ $7.05 $5.00 25 14 22 
$8.50 $6.55 
Spencer $5.17 $5.17 $5.80/ $6.16 $5.40/ $5.65/ $4.75/ 36 14 28 
$7.10 $5.80 $6.65 $5.15 
Starke $11375/yr. $11375/yr. $8.10 $16700/yr$6.85 $17950/yr. $5.30 25 16 18 
Steuben $13900/yr. $12700/yr. $9.55 $22000/yr$ $8.05/ $8.05 19 16 20 
$8.20 
Sullivan $ $5.69 $6.00 $6.33 $6.00 $6.00 $6.00 51 12 51 
Switzerland $471.62/ $ $5.81/ $6.06 $5.81 $5.81 $5.81 16 7 16 
semi-mo. $6.06 
Tippecanoe $8.03 $8.49 $7.96/ $8.90/ $6.06/ $6.76/ $ 38 14 40 
$8.41 $10.53 $7.53 $8.41 
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1988 SURVEY OF COUNTY HIGHWAY WAGE RATES, \VORK SCHEDULES AND BENEFITS 
Ave. Total No. Highway 
of Regular Wage Rates 
Employees Total No. Standardized 
Truck Heavy Equip. Unskilled Assigned to of Dump Trucks with other 
County Clerk Bookkeeper Mechanic Foreman Drivers Operators Labor Hwy. Maint. Regularly Used County Empl. 
Tipton $1072/mo. $ $7.80 $7.25 $6.70 $ $ 16 7 1 
Union $4.30 $10,161/yr. $8.50 $7.74 $6.62/ $6.83/ $5.56 12 7 9 
$7.35 $7.59 
Vanderburgh Information not received 
Vermillion $5.68 $5.89 $7.06 $6.58 $6.33 $ $5.00 23 15 17 
Vigo $7.32/ $8.03 $3.86/ $4.21/ $3.66/ $3.75/ $3.35/ 67 30 58 
$7.39 $7.17 $7.59 $7.10 $7.22 $4.25 
Wabash $7.02 $4.00/ $5.00/ $ $5.00/ $5.00/ $5.00/ 20 16 16 
$5.65 $7.65 $7.60 $7.65 $7.35 
Warren $452.91/ $7.04/ $6.97/ $7.47/ $5.99/ $6.10/ $5.99/ 21 10 16 
bi-mo. $10.56 $10.46 $11.21 $8.99 $9.86 $8.99 
Warrick $7.97 $ ° $7.60 °$7.87 °$7.45 °$7.60 °$7.07 29 9 29 
Washington $4.30/ $ $6.22 $6.51 $5.87 $6.12 $5.67 36 18 31 
$5.30 
Wayne $626.58biwk $658.73/biwk. $8.07/ $9.10/ $7.77/ $8.56/ $6.92/ 37 17 35 
$9.11 $9.35 $8.37 $8.93 $7.52 
Wells $7.20 $ $8.35 $ $7.72 $7.72 $ 22 9 22 
White $12835/yr. $ 0$ 7 .46 °$7.77 °$6.63 °$7.30 °$6.63 29 18 27 
Whitley $ °$7.45 °$8.95/ °$9.50 °$8.70 $ $ 23 12 0 
$11. 65 
o unionized 
LABOR, TRADE, AND CRAFTS SALARIES - CLASS 1 & 2 CITIES 
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LABOR, TRADE, & CRArT SALARIES - CLASS 3 CITIES 
Salaries In thJs section may be part-time even 
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HIGHWAY EXTENSION AND RESEARCH PROJECT FOR INDIANA COUNTIES AND CITIES (HERPICC) 
1988 SURVEY OF COUNTY HIGHWAY WAGE RATES, WORK SCHEDULES AND BENEFITS 
Allowable Overtime 
Work Schedule 
Summer Winter Paid Paid Compo No PERF Straight 1~ Time Overtime Retirement Uniforms Clothing Hours Worked Hours Worked Hours Worked Hours Worked Time Time Off Provision County Plan Provided Allowance per day per week per day per week 
Adams Yes Yes 8 40 8 40 X 
Allen Yes Yes 8 40 8 40 X 
Bartholomew Yes No No 8 40 8 40 X 
Benton Yes No No 8 40 8 40 X 
Blackford Yes Yes 8 40 8 40 X 
Boone Yes No No 8 40 8 40 X 
Brown Yes Yes 8 40 8 40 X 
Carroll Yes No Yes 8 40 8 40 X 
Cass Yes No No 8 40 8 40 X 
Clark Yes No No 8 40 8 40 X hrly. X salaried 
Clay Yes Yes No 8 40 8 40 X 
Clinton Yes No 8 40 8 40 X 
Crawford Yes No No 8 40 8 40 X 
Daviess Yes Yes No 10 40 8 40 X 
Dearborn Yes Yes No 8 40 8 40 X 
Decatur Yes No No 8 40 8 40 X X clerk 
DeKalb Yes Yes No 8 40 8 40 X 
Delaware Information not received 
-------------- --------------
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HIGHWAY EXTENSION AND RESEARCH PROJECT FOR INDIANA COUNTIES AND CITIES (HERPICC) 
1988 SURVEY OF COUNTY HIGHWAY WAGE RATES, WORK SCHEDULES AND BENEFITS 
Allowable Overtime 
Work Schedule 
Summer Winter Paid Paid Compo No PERF Straight 1~ Time Overtime Retirement Uniforms Clothing Hours Worked Hours Worked Hours Worked Hours Worked Time Time Off Provision County Plan Provided Allowance per day per week per day per week 
Dubois Yes Yes No 9 45 9 45 X 
Elkhart Yes Yes Yes 8 40 8 40 X 
Fayette Yes Yes No 8 40 8 40 X 
Floyd Yes No No 8 40 8 40 X 
Fountain No Yes No 8 40 8 40 X 
Franklin Yes Yes No 8 40 8 40 X 
Fulton Yes Yes 8 40 8 40 X 
Gibson Yes No No 8 40 8 40 X X 
Grant Yes Yes 8 40 8 40 X 
Greene Yes No No 8 40 8 40 X 
Hamilton Yes Yes No 8 40 8 40 X X 
Hancock Yes Yes 8 40 8 40 X 
Harrison Yes Yes No 8 40 8 40 X 
Hendricks Yes Yes 10 50 10 50 X 
Henry Yes Yes 8 40 8 40 X 
Howard Yes Yes Yes 8 40 8 40 X 
Huntington Yes Yes No 8 40 8 40 X 
- ------------- ---- -------------------------------------------------
l 
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HIGHWAY EXTENSION AND RESEARCH PROJECT FOR INDIANA COUNTIES AND CITIES (HERPICC) 
1988 SURVEY OF COUNTY HIGHWAY WAGE RATES t WORK SCHEDULES AND BENEFITS 
Allowable Overtime 
Work Schedule 
PERF Summer Winter Paid Paid Camp. No 
Retirement Uniforms Clothing Hours Worked Hours Worked Hours Worked Hours Worked Straight 1~ Time Overtime Time Time Off Provision County Plan Provided Allowance per day per week per day per week 
Jackson Yes No No 8 40 8 40 X X 
Jasper Yes No No 9 45 9 45 X 
Jay Yes No No 8 40 8 40 X 
Jefferson Yes No No 8 40 8 40 X 
Jennings No No NO' 8 40 8 40 X X 
Johnson Yes Yes No 8 40 8 40 X 
Knox Yes Yes No 8 40 8 40 X 
Kosciusko Yes Yes No 8~ 42~ 8~ 42~ X 
LaGrange Yes No No 8 40 8 40 X 
Lake Information not received 
LaPorte Yes Yes Yes 8 40 8 40 X 
Lawrence Yes No No 8 40 8 40 X 
Madison Yes No No 8 40 8 40 X 
Marion Information not received 
Marshall Yes Yes No 8 40 8 40 X 
Martin Yes No No 8 40 8 40 X 
Miami Yes No No 8 40 8 40 X 
--------.. _---------------------- - --------------------------------------------------------
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HIGHWAY EXTENSION AND RESEARCH PROJECT FOR INDIANA COUNTIES AND CITIES (HERPICC) 
1988 SURVEY OF COUNTY HIGHWAY WAGE RATES, WORK SCHEDULES AND BENEFITS 
Allowable Overtime 
Work Schedule 
PERF Summer Winter 
Paid Paid Compo No 
Retirement Uniforms Clothing Hours Worked Hours Worked Hours Worked Hours Worked 
Straight 1~ Time Overtime 
Time Time Off Provision County Plan Provided Allowance per day per week per day per week 
Monroe Yes No No 8 40 8 40 X X 
Montgomery Yes No No 8 40 8 40 X 
Morgan Yes Yes No 8 40 8 40 X X 
Newton Yes Yes M-TH 9~ F 9 47 M-TH 9~ F 9 47 X 
Noble Yes Yes No 8 40 8 40 X 
Ohio No No No 8 40 8 40 X 
Orange Yes No No 8 40 8 40 X 
Owen Yes No No 8 40 8 40 X X 
Parke No No No 8-10 40-50 8 40 X 
Perry Yes No No 8 40 8 40 X 
Pike Information not received 
Porter Yes Yes 8 40 8 40 X 
Posey No Yes 8 40 8 40 X 
Pulaski Yes Yes No 8 40 8 40 X X 
Putnam Yes No No 8 40 8 40 X X 
Randolph Yes No No 9 44 9 44 X 
Ripley No No No 8 40 8 40 X 
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HIGHWAY EXTENSION AND RESEARCH PROJECT FOR INDIANA COUNTIES AND CITIES (HERPICC) 
1988 SURVEY OF COUNTY HIGHWAY WAGE RATES, WORK SCHEDULES AND BENEFITS 
Allowable Overtime 
Work Schedule 
PERF Summer Winter 
Paid Paid Compo No 
Retirement Uniforms Clothing Hours Worked Hours Worked Hours Worked Hours Worked 
Straight 1~ Time Overtime 
Time Time Off Provision 
County Plan Provided Allowance per day per week per day per week 
Rush Yes No No 8 40 8 40 X 
St. Joseph Yes No No 8 40 8 40 X 
Scott Yes No No 8 40 8 40 X 
Shelby No No No 8~ 42~ 8~ 42~ X 
Spencer Yes No No 8 40 8 40 X 
Starke Yes Yes 8 40 8 40 X 
Steuben Yes Yes 8 40 8 40 X 
Sullivan No No No 8 40 8 40 X X 
Switzerland No No No 8 40 8 40 X 
Tippecanoe Yes Yes No 8 40 8 40 X 
Tipton No Yes 8 40 8 40 X 
Union Yes No No 8 40 8 40 X 
Vermillion Yes No No 8 40 8 40 
Vi go Yes No No 8 40 8 40 X X 
Wabash Yes Yes 8 40 8 40 X 
Warren No Yes No 9 45 9 45 X 
Warrick Yes No No 8 40 8 40 X 
Washington Yes No No 8 40 8 40 X X 
*Vanderburgh Information not received. 
------- ------------- ---------------"---- -------------------------~------------ -- -
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HIGHWAY EXTENSION AND RESEARCH PROJECT FOR INDIANA COUNTIES AND CITIES (HERPICC) 
1988 SURVEY OF COUNTY HIGHWAY WAGE RATES, WORK. SCHEDULES 'AND BENEFITS 
Allowable Overtime 
Work Schedule 
PERF Summer Winter 
Paid Paid Compo No 
Retirement Uniforms Clothing Hours Worked Hours Worked Hours Worked Hours Worked 
Straight 1~ Time Overtime 
Time Time Off Provision 
County Plan Provided Allowance per day per week per day per week 
Wayne Yes Yes 8 40 8 40 X 
Wells Yes Yes No 8 40 8 40 X 
White Yes Yes 9 45 9 45 X 
Whitley Yes Yes 8 40 8 40 X X 
-----------------

















ALL OTHERS ALLOWANCES - CLASS 1 & 2 CITIES 
SHIFT TAKE-HOME CLOTHING TRAVEL 
PREf..ll UM AUTO PERSON/YR COMP-mil e 
Yes Yes S .22 1/2 
No No 
No Yes $0.20 
No No 10.20 
No Yes $0.23 
No No S210.00 10.20 
Nu YC=!l SO.22 
No Yes S350.00 $0.22 
No Yes SO.15 
No No 10.20 
No No SO.20 
Yes Yes Furnished 10.21 
Yes No -0- S.20 1/2 
No No -0- SO.20 
No No S250.00 10.22 

















*This information is received from the Indiana Association of Cities and Towns. 
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YEARLY LONGEVITY PAY 
AFTER AFTER AFTER AFTER 
5 YEARS 10 YEARS 15 YEARS 20 YEARS 
S300.00 S420.00 1540.00 S540.00 
S180.00 S360.00 1540.00 S2100.00 
MUNICIPALITY 






























































Rented 1.20 1/2 














Rented SO .15 
-0- -0-

















YEARLY LONGEVlTY PAY 
AFTER AFTER AFTER 
5 YEARS 10 YEARS 15 YEARS 
$100.00 $100.00 $100.00 
21- 6\ 101-
$500.00 $1000.00 $1500.00 
$375.00 S750.00 $ 1125. 00 
2$ 41- 6\ 









ALL. OTIIERS ALLOWANCES - CLASS 3 CIT IES 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
YEARl.Y LONGEVITY PAY 
~,IIIr-r TAKE-Hor..,E CLOTflING TRAVEL AFTER AFTER AFTER AFTER AFTER 
MUNICIPAL.! TY PREMIUM AUTO PERSON/YR COMP-Intle 1 YEAR 5 YEARS 10 YEARS 15 YEARS 20 YEARS 
-----------------------------------------------'------------------ ----------------~-------------------------------------
CRAWf-'ORDSV I U.E No No -0- -0- No. 
BEECH GROVE No Rented SO.25 S75 x year !I of service 
WABASII No Ye!l No. 
MADISm No Ye!l -0- -0-
NOfJL.ESVILLE No Ye!l $400.00 SO.21 S60.00 $240.00 S540,OO S840.00 S1140.00 
f-'~LIN No No $0.20 No. 
LEBMO-J No No -0- SO.20 No. 
GREENFIElD No No SO.25' No. 
WASHINGTON No No Furni!lhed $0.22 No. 
MARTINSVILLE No No. 
110,000 - 5,0001 
GREENSBURG No No S350.00 $0.24 11 5' 10' 15' 20' 
JASPER No No SO.20 No. 
PRINCETm No No $0.20 No. 
BL.UFf-'Tm No No Rented -0- -0- S187.00 S499.00 S811.00 S1123.00 
TEU. CITY No No Rented SO.25 No. 
DECATUR No No Rented 1.20 1/2 
GREENCASTL.E No No $250.00 SO.24 No. 
MOUNT VERNON No FurnIshed $0.22 No. 
HARTFORD CITY No No No. 
KEI'LJAL.L.VIL.LE No No Rented SO.21 No. 
1(This information is received from the Indiana Association of Cities and Towns. 
---------.. --.---- -_.-
ALL. OTHERS ALLOWANCES - CLASS 3 CITIES 22 
-----_._-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
YEARLY l.ONGEVITY PAY 
SHIFT TAKE-HOME CLOTHING TRAVEL AFTER AFTER AFTER AFTER AFTER 
MUNICIPALITY PREMIUM AUTO PERSON/YR COMP-rroil e 1 YEAR 5 YEARS 10 YEARS 15 YEARS 20 YEARS 
------------------------------------------------------ ----------- ------------------------------------------------------
PORTL.Af'U No No S375.0~ 10.20 No. 
NEW HAVEN 
GAS CITY No No No. 
UNTON No No $0.23 No. 
l300NVIl.LE No No. 
Nonni VERNJN No No -0- No. 
ANGOLA No No Rented $0.25 No. 
SALEM No No SO.20 S24.00 S120.00 S240.00 $360.00 $480.00 
Cl.INTON No No No. 
MONTICELLO No No SO.22 S200.00 S450.00 S700.00 $950.00 
COLUMBIA CITY No Rented No. 
(Under 5.0001 
RENSSELAER Yes No L20 1/2 $624.00 1541. 00 S624.00 1728.00 $832.00 
SULLIVAN No No SO.23 No. 
BICKNEL.L No No 1.20 1/2 No. 
NAPPANEE No No S50.00 1250.00 $500.00 $750.00 S1000.00 
LAWRENCEOURG No S150.00 SO.24 No. 
BATESVILL.E No No SO.17 No. 
UNION CITY No No No. 
ATTICA No No -0- -0- No. 
*This information is received from the Indiana Association of Cities and Towns. 
"-~--"-~"------------------------------------
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ALL OTHERS ALLOWANCES - CLASS :J CIT I ES 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
YEARL Y l.Or-JGEVITY PAY 
MUNICIPALITY 
SHIFT TAKE-HOME CLOTHING TRAVEL 
PREMIUM AUTO PERSON/YR COMP-mile 
AFTER AFTER AFTER AFTER A~TER 
1 YEAR 5 YEARS 10 YEARS 15 YEARS 20 YEARS 
----------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------
KNOX No No -0- $0.22 No. 
OAKLAI\O CITY , No No -0- No. 
()U\JKIRK No No S110.30 10.25 No. 
LI GallI EH No No 10.25 
LOOGOOTEE No No $0.25 No. 
DELf'IH No No 10.20 No. 
PETERSBURG No No $0.25 No. 
COVINGTON No No $0.20 No. 
BUT LEn No No No. 
JASONVILLE No -0- No. 
CAl\NELTON No No -0- -0- No. 
SOUTHf'OIH 
MONTPELIER No No 




--.. ~ .. -.-- .. - ----_._-------------------------------
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H1GHWAY EXTENSION AND RESEARCH PROJECT FOR INDIANA COUNTIES AND CITIES (HERPICC) 
1988 SURVEY OF COUNTY HIGHWAY WAGE RATES, WORK SCHEDULES AND BENEFITS 
Vacation 
Paid Sick Leave Months of Employment Day Per Year 
County Day Per Year Days - Max. Accumulation To Qualify Min. Max. Days - Max. Accumulation Holidays 
Adams 4 30 12 5 20 0 12 
Allen 7 90 12 10 25 25 14 
Bartholomew 4 unlimited 6 12 18 18 12 
Benton 12 30 6 10 10 0 13 
Blackford 6 none 12 7 28 none 11 
Boone 5 0 6 5 15 0 12 
Brown 12 24 12 0 5 15 16 
Carroll 10 30 12 5 20 0 11 
Cass 10 15 12 5 20 0 14 
Clark 10 50 12 5 15 15 12-14 
Clay 0 12 6~ 16~ 11~ 
Clinton 7 60 3 1 15 15 14 
Crawford 12 12 
Daviess 6 90 1 6 12 12 
Dearborn 12 120 6 10 20 0 16 
Decatur 6 30 15 14 
DeKalb 5 18 12 5 20 0 11-15 
Delaware Information not received 
Dubois 5 0 12 5 10 11 
Elkhart 12 65 2 10 24 36 13 
25 
HIGHWAY EXTENSION AND RESEARCH PROJECT FOR INDIANA COUNTIES AND CITIES (HERPICC) 
1988 SURVEY OF COUNTY HIGHWAY WAGE RATES, WORK SCHEDULES AND BENEFITS 
Vacation 
Peid Sick Leave Months of Employment Day Per Year 
County Day Per Year Days - Max. Accumulation To Qualify Min. Max. Days - Max. Accumulation Holidays 
Fayette 12 12 6 5 5 5 14 
Floyd 8 12 5 15 5 14 
Fountain 8 8 12 5 15 15 11 
Franklin 10 50 32 wks. 5 15 15 11 
Fulton 6 30 6 10 15 0 13 
Gibson 12 40 12 5 20 20 15~ 
Grant 6 12 10 15 13 
Greene 6 6 3 12 12 
Hamilton 5 30 6 5 20 none 11 
Hancock 6 3 12 5 20 20 12 
Harrison 6 12 6 6 18 12 13 
Hendricks 12 30 1 12 15 11 
Henry 10 30 12 10 15 16 
Howard 25 12 5 20 20 14 
Huntington 6 12 30 11~ 
Jackson 6 30 6 12 17 20 13 
Jasper 6 30 6 5 10 10 12 
Jay 12 36 12 10 12~ 
Jefferson 6 6 12 5 15 15 14 
l 
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HIGHWAY EXTENSION AND RESEARCH PROJECT FOR INDIANA COUNTIES AND CITIES (HERPICC) 
1988 SURVEY OF COUNTY HIGHWAY WAGE RATES, WORK SCHEDULES AND BENEFITS 
Vacation 
Paid Sick Leave Months of Employment Day Per Year 
County Day Per Year Days - Max. Accumulation To Qualify Min. Max. Days - Max. Accumulation Holidays 
Jennings 6 10 10 12 
Johnson 6 18 12 5 20 0 14 
Knox 5 5 12 10 10 0 10 
Kosciusko 6 30 12 5 15 0 11 
LaGrange 3 20 12 5 15 11~ 
Lake Information not received 
LaPorte 6 18 12 10 20 20 12 
Lawrence 48 12 5 11 
Madison 12 12 6 5 5 0 16 
Marion Information not received 
Marshall 12 36 6 5 20 0 13 
Martin 5 0 12 5 10 0 12 
Miami 6 30 12 10 10 0 12~ 
Monroe 12 unlimited 6 5 20 0 14 
Montgomery 5 35 12 5 10 10 11~ 
Morgan 6 30 12 10 15 10 12 
Newton 12 40 12 5 15 2 13 
Noble 6 no max. 12 10 25 1~rs. 13 
Ohio 12 0 6 10 10 0 12 
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HIGHWAY EXTENSION AND RESE~~CH PROJECT FOR INDIANA COUNTIES AND CITIES (HERPICC) 
1988 SURVEY OF COUNTY HIGHWAY WAGE RATES, WORK SCHEDULES AND BENEFITS 
Vacation 
Paid Sick Leave Months of Employment Day Per Year 
County Day Per Year Days - Max. Accumulation To Qualify Min. Max. Days - Max. Accumulation Holidays 
Orange 6 12 6 18 30 14 
Owen 5 15 12 5 20 0 15.5 
Parke 12 6 12 15 
Perry 20 12 5 10 10 
Pike Information not received 
Porter 12 30 12 10 20 40 11 
Posey 5 6 5 10 14 
Pulaski 6 12 6 10 10 10 13 
Putnam 6 0 12 5 15 0 11 
Randolph 6 30 12 10 15 9 
Ripley 0 0 1 6 6 12 
Rush 12 20 12 5 30 0 11 
St. Joseph 10 70 12 5 20 0 13 
Scott 5 45 6 5 15 0 15 
Shelby 0 0 12 5 15 0 12 
Spencer 0 0 12 0 5 0 11 
Starke 12 30 12 6 20 14 
Steuben 10 90 12 5 15 15 13~ 


















HIGHWAY EXTENSION AND RESEARCH PROJECT FOR INDIANA COUNTIES AND CITIES (HERPICC) 
1988 SURVEY OF COUNTY HIGHWAY WAGE RATES, WORK SCHEDULES AND BENEFITS 
Vacation 
Paid Sick Leave Months of Employment Day Per Year 
Per Year Days - Max. Accumulation To Qualify Min. Max. Days - Max. Accumulation 
5 5 6 10 10 
12 66 6 1 10 none 
15 0 6 10 0 0 
10 20 12 5 15 15 
Information not received 
10 30 12 5 10 
12 36 12 5 28 
12 66 12 10 15 0 
10 0 6 5 15 0 
12 30 6 5 15 20 
6 35 6 6 12 17 
6 12 12 5 15 15 
30 12 1 20 
4 20 12 10 20 20 

















MUNICI PAl. ITY 
It\[)I ANAPOLI S 
FORT WAYNE 
EVANSVILLE 












ALL OTHERS LEAVE TIME - CLASS 1 & 2 CITIES 
PAID SICK LEAVE/PERSONAL LEAVE 








































































AFTER AFTER AFTER 
10 YEARS 15 YEARS 20 YEt·.:{S 
3 15 days 20 days 
3 5 
3 5 6 














7 wkg/da 17 wkg/da 22 wkg/da 27 wkg/da 27 wkg/da 
2 2 3 4 
10 days 15 days 15 days 20 days 20 days 































OTIIEHS LE/\vE TIME - CL.ASS 3 CITIES 
--_._--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PAlO SICK LEAVE/PERSONAL LEAVE 






















(35.000 - 15.0001 
COLUMBUS --fUr,] td Yes/-- 18/-- 3 4 4 5 14 
PORTAGE 5/5 --/-- --/-- 1 2 3 4 5 10 
l.AWRENCE 12/-- Yes/No Unltd/-- 10 days 10 days 10 days 20 days 20 days 7 
HOBART 5/0 --/-- 5/0 2 2 3 3 3 7 
LA PORTE 6/2 Yes/No 36/-- 1 2 21 calida 26 calida 31 col/do 14 
WFST ~.AFAYETTl 10/2 Yes/No 30/-- 2 3 3 4 4 12-1/2 
JEFr-ERSONVIl.LE 5/0 Yes/-- 30/0 1 3 3 It 4 14 
VINC£:~ES 10/0 Yes/-- 30/0 1 2 3 4 4 14 
NEW CASTLE 15/-- Yes/No 100/-- 2 3 4 5 5 15 
GOSHEN 12/2 Yes/No 90/-- 2 3 11 
GREENWOOO 10/0 No/No --/-- 1 2 3 4 12 
LOGANSPORT 12/4 10/-- 1 2 3 8 
CQI\1.\JERSVILl.E 12/0 No/No --/-- 1 2 3 4 12 
HUNTINGTON 6/1 Yes/No 60/-- 3 4 5 6 12 
FRANKr-orn 5/0 Yes/-- 30/-- 1 2 3 4 4 17 
(15,000 - 10,0001 
SHELBYVILLE 5/3 No/No --/-- 5 wkg/da 10 wkg/da 15 wkg/da 20 wkg/da 25 wkg/do 12-1/2 
BEDr-orm 20-30/-- Yes/-- 30/-- 2 2 3 3 3 8 
L.AKE STATION 5/-- Yes/-- 90/-- 2 3 4 10 
*This information is received from the Indiana Association of Cities and Towns. 
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OTI/ERS LEAVE TIME - CLASS 3 CITIES 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ------------
MUNI CI f'Al.I TY 
PAID SICK LEAVE/PERSONAL LEAVE 
(days per. year I 
CARRY-OVER 
MAXIMUM TO FOLLOW-












AFTER AFTER DAYS PER 




















































































10 day'!!. 15 days 20 day'!!. 
10 day'!!. 15 days 15 days 20 days 20 days 
1 2 3 
3 3 3 3 
1 £' 3 4 It 
2 2 2 2 2 
2 3 4 4 4 
2 2 3 4 It 
5 day'!!. 10 day'!!. 15 day'!!. 20 day'!!. 20 day'!!. 
12 days 12 days 12 days 3 3 
1 2 3 It 
1 2 3 3 It 
2 3 4 5 5 
1 2 3 3 It 
1 2 2 2 2 
1 2 3 3 3 
1 2 2 3 It 
10 wkq/da 10 wkq/da 15 wkq/da 20 wkg/da 20 wkg/da 
1 2 3 It It 
















Ollll f\~; L ll\Vl -r 1M£: - CLASS 3 C1 T 1 [S 
-------_._-------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------ -------------
MUNICIPALI TY 
PAID SICK LEAVE/PERSONAL LE/IVE 
(davs per year) 
CARRY-OVER 
MAXIML~ TO r-OLLOW-


















KEI'DALL.VI LLE 12/0 Yes/No 
POfHLAt-D 10/0 Yes/No 
NEW HAVEN 10/5 Yes/No 
GAS CI TY --/5 --/Yes 
LINTON 0/12 No/No 
BOONVILLE 12/0 Yes/--
NORTH VERNON 6/0 No/--
ANGOLA 45/1-3 Yes/--
SALEM 15/3 No/No 
CLINTON 3/5 No/No 
MONTICELLO 6/-- Yes/--
COLUMBIA CITY 12/3 Yes/No 
(Under 5,0001 
RENSSELAER 8/4 Yes/No 
SULLIVAN --/3 --/No 
BICKNELL 5/4 No/No 
NAPPANEE 30/-- No/No 
LAWREt-.K::EBURG --/-- Yes/No 
BATESVILLE 510 NolNo 
















--1-- 5 days 
































































































OTHERS LEAVE TIME - CLASS 3 CITIES 
VACAT ION PAID SICK LEAVEIPERSONAL LEAVE 
I days per year) Iweeks per year unless otherwl~e Indlcatedl 























































5 YEARS 10 YEARS 






*This information is received from the Indiana Association of Cities and Towns. 
AFTER AFTER 
15 YEARS 20 YEARS 



































Blue Cross/Blue Shield 
Lincoln Life/Haxicare 
HIGHWAY EXTENSION AND RESEARCH PROJECT FOR INDIANA COUNTIES AND CITIES (HERPICC) 
1988 SURVEY OF COUNTY HIGHWAY WAGE RATES, WORK SCHEDULES AND BENEFITS 
Health Insurance 
S 
Lmtd. Separate Separate Separate % Paid 
Maj. Disability Prescript. Vision Dental By 
Hed. (Inelu. Preg.) Card Care Care County Deduct. 
Yes 100 $250 
Lincoln 
Key Health Plan/Health Plus Life 







Prudential Yes No No No No 99.4 $.10 a mo. 99.4 
Farm Bureau Insurance Yes Yes No No No 97 $250 a 
Farm Bureau Insurance Yes Yes No No No 100 $100 a 
Key Health & Preferred Yes Yes Yes No No 100 a 33 
Care of Blue Cross 
Key Benefits Yes 80 $100 80 
Key Health - Blue Cross/ a Key Hlth 
Blue Shield - Colonial Yes Yes Yes No No 100 $100 BCBS 100 
$300 Col. 
Blue Cross/Blue Shield Yes Yes No No Yes 100 $100 a 
Human Care Plus - Key Yes No Yes HCP Yes Yes $70 $100 HCP $70 
Health No- Key Hlth a Key H. 
Prudential Health & Key Yes No No No Yes 81 P $300 P a 
Health 100 KH a KH 



























HIGHWAY EXTENSION AND RESEARCH PROJECT FOR INDIANA COUNTIES AND CITIES (HERPICC) 
1988 SURVEY OF COU1~Y HIGHWAY WAGE RATES, WORK SCHEDULES AND BENEFITS 
Health Insurance 
S 
Lmtd. Separate Separate Separate % Paid 
Maj. Disability Prescript. Vision Dental By 
Carrier(s) Med. (Inc1u. Preg. ) Card Care Care County Deduct. 
Key, Health Plan & Blue Yes Yes Yes No No 40 $100 
Cross 
Crown Life Insurance Yes No No No No 100 $150 
Great West Life Yes Yes No No Yes 98 $100 
Farm Bureau Yes Yes Yes No No 100 $250 
Blue Cross/Blue Shield of Yes No Yes No Yes 85 0 
Indiana 
Information not received 
Blue Cross/ Blue Shield Yes Yes No No No 100 $1.00 
Benefit Trust Life Yes Yes No No Yes 88.8 $200 
Crown Life Yes Yes No No No 85 $100 
Key Health & Blue Cross/ Yes Yes Yes No No 100 0 
Blue Shield 
Key Benefits Admin- Yes Yes No No No 80 $100 
istrators 
Yes Yes No No No 100 $300 
Blue Cross/Blue Shield Yes Yes No No No 99 $100 
34 
F 
% Paid No. of 
By Addit. 


























HIGID~AY EXTENSION AND RESEARCH PROJECT FOR INDIANA COUNTIES AND CITIES (HERPICC) 
1988 SURVEY OF COUNTY HIG~AY WAGE RATES, WORK SCHEDULES AND BENEFITS 
Health Insurance 
S 
Lmtd. Separate Separate Separate % Paid 




Carrieres) Med. (Inelu. Preg. ) Card Care Care County Deduct. County 
Blue Cross/Blue Shield & Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 80 80 
Key Health Plan 
Farm Bureau Yes No No No No 80 $100 80 
Key Health, Cost Guard, Yes Yes Yes No No 65 $200 30 
Preferred Care 
Key Benefit Yes Yes Yes No No 50 $100 50 
Blue Cross Blue Shield Yes Yes No No Yes 65 $250 BCBS 65 
& Key Health Plan 0 KHP 
Blue Cross/Blue Shield Yes Yes No No No 70 BCBS $250 BCBS 30 
& Key Health 100 KHP 35 
Key No No Yes Yes Yes 50 0 30 
Blue Cross/Blue Shield Yes Yes Yes 90 90 
Miles & Finch Ins. Agency Yes Yes Yes 90 90 
Blue Cross/Blue Shield Yes Yes No No No 100 $500 
Key Benefit Yes No No No No 70 $100 70 
Farm Bureau Insurance Co. Yes Yes No No No 100 $250 0 





























HIGHWAY EXTENSION AND RESEARCH PROJECT FOR INDIANA COUNTIES AND CITIES (HERPICC) 
1988 SURVEY OF COUNTY HIGHWAY WAGE RATES, WORK SCHEDULES AND BENEFITS 
Health Insurance 
S 
Lmtd. Separate Separate Separate % Paid 
Maj. Disability Prescript. Vision Dental By 
Carrier(s) Med. (Inclu. Preg. ) Card Care Care County Deduct. 
Blue Cross/Blue Shield Yes No No No No 100 $250 
Prudential Yes Yes No No No $300 
Key Benefit Administrators Yes Yes No No Yes 99.4 $100 
Key Health & Blue Cross/ Yes Yes Yes No No 100 0 
Rlue Shield 
Prudential Yes Yes No No No 80 $100 
Farm Bureau of Indiana Yes No No No No 99.94 $100 
Information not received 
Washington National Ins./ Yes Yes Yes No No 75 $250 
Maxi-Care/Key Health Plan 
Blue Cross/Blue Shield Yes Yes 100 $100 
Connecticut General Yes Yes No No Yes 65 $100 
Information not received 
Blue Cross/Blue Shield Yes Yes No No Yes 100 $100 
Blue Cross/Blue Shield Yes No No No No 90 $300 
Key Benefit Administrators Yes Yes Yes No No $88.77 $100 




% Paid No. of 
By Addit. 






























HIGHWAY EXTENSION AND RESEARCH PROJECT FOR INDIANA COUNTIES AND CITIES (HERPICC) 
1988 SURVEY OF COUNTY HIGHWAY WAGE RATES, WORK SCHEDULES AND BENEFITS 
Health Insurance 
S 
Lmtd. Separate Separate Separate % Paid 
Maj. Disability Prescript. Vision Dental By 
Carrieres) Med. (Inclu. Preg.) Card Care Care County Deduct. 
Farm Bureau Yes Yes No No No 99 $100 
Prudential Yes No No No No 93 $150 
Prudential Yes Yes No No No 100 $100 
Mutual Secrity Life Ins. Yes No No No No 100 $100 
Central Reserve Life Yes Yes No No Yes 100 $100 
Farm Bureau Insurance Yes No No No No $100 
Blue Cross/Blue Shield Yes Yes No No Yes 75 $100 
Parke County Employee Yes No No No 93 $100 
Benefit Plan-BMA Leighton 
Willhite 
Blue Cross/Blue Shield Yes No No No Yes 99 $100 
Information not received 
Key Benefits Yes No No No Yes 99.9 $150 
United Diversified Corp. Yes Yes No No No 93 $100 
Blue Cross/Blue Shield Yes Yes No No No 66 $250 
Blue Cross/Blue Shield Yes Yes No No No 100 $100 
Blue Cross/Blue Shield Yes No No No No 100 $100 
37 
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HIGm~AY EXTENSION AND RESEARCH PROJECT FOR INDIANA COUNTIES AND CITIES (HERPICC) 
1988 SURVEY OF COUNTY HIG~AY WAGE RATES, WORK SCHEDULES AND BENEFITS 
Health Insurance 
S 
Lmtd. Separate Separate Separate % Paid 
Maj. Disability Prescript. Vision Dental By 
Carrieres) Med. (Inclu. Preg. ) Card Care Care County Deduct. 
Golden Rule Yes No No No No 100 $100 
Blue Cross/Blue Shield Yes No No No No 98 $100 
County-self insured Yes No No No Yes 84 $100 
Blue Cross-Blue Shield Yes No No No No 99 $250 
American States, Key Health 
& Maxi-Care Yes No Yes No No 2/3 AS $100 AS 
Farm Bureau Insurance Yes No No No No 100 $100 
Blue Cross/Blue Shield Yes Yes No No No $65 $100 
Farm Bureau Insurance Yes Yes 99 $100 













Blue Shield $100 BCBS 
Colonial Accident Ins. accidents only 
Aetna Yes No No No No 100 $100 a 
Blue Cross/Blue Shield, 
Key Hlth~ & Preferred Care Yes Yes No No No 70 $ 23.41 70 
American Community Mutual Yes Yes No No No 100 $100 100 
Information not received 


















Vigo Vigo County Employee 
Benefits Plan 
Wabash Farm Burean Insurance 
Warren Key Health Plan 
Warrick Weibort HMO - PHP - Key 
Health 
Washington Blue Cross/Blue Shield 
Wayne Blue Cross/Blue Shield 
Wells Farm Bureau & HMO 
White Arnett HMO 
Whitley Employers Health Care 
HIGHWAY EXTENSION AND RESEARCH PROJECT FOR INDIANA COUNTIES AND CITIES (HERPICC) 
1988 SURVEY OF COUNTY HIGHWAY WAGE RATES, WORK SCHEDULES AND BENEFITS 
Health Insurance 
S 
Lmtd. Separate Separate Separate % Paid 
Maj. Disability Prescript. Vision Dental By 
Med. (Inclu. Preg. ) Card Care Care County Deduct. 
Yes No No No No 57 $100 
Yes Yes No No No 75 $100 
Yes No No No No 100 
Yes No No No Yes 90 0 
Yes 100 $200 
Yes Yes No No No 87.5 $150 
Yes No Yes No No County pays 
Yes No No No No 100 0 
Yes No No No No 100 $100 
39 
F 
% Paid No. of 
By Addit. 
County Ded. /Family 
57 2 





$105. for all employees 
$200 pd. by county. $4.00 





















HIGm-lAY EXTENSION AND RESERACH PROJECT FOR INDIA.~A COUNTIES AND CITIES (HERPICC) 
1988 SURVEY OF COUNTY HIGHWAY WAGE RATES, WORK SCHEDULES AND BENEFITS 
Carrier(s) 
Associate Life Ins. Co. 
Lincoln Life 
Prudential 
Farm Bureau Insurance 
Farm Bureau Insurance 
None 
SAFECO 






Crown Life Insurance 
Farm Bureau 
None 
Information not received 
Life Insurance 















Amonnt of Coverage 
$10,000 ($5,000 dependent) 
$10,000 
$ 5,000 spouse 
$ 2,500 child over 6 
















































HIGHWAY EXTENSION AND RESERACH PROJECT FOR INDI~~A COUNTIES AND CITIES (HERPICC) 
1988 SURVEY OF COUNTY HIGHWAY WAGE RATES, WORK SCHEDULES AND BENEFITS 
Life Insurance 
Carrieres) Offered as Benefit 
Blue Cross/Blue Shield Yes 
Benefit Trust Life Yes 
Crown Life Yes 
Reliance Standard Yes 
Self-Insured Yes 
Golden Rule Insurance Yes 
Associated Life Insurance Co. Yes 
No 
Farm Bureau Yes 
Common Wealth, Colonial, Am. Family No 
Key Benefit 
Associated Life & Disability 
None 
Aetna 
American Life Insurance 
Miles & Finch Ins. - Colonial Ins. 
Associates Life Insurance Co. 
Safeco 
Farm Bureau Insurance 
Farm Bureau Insurance 











Amount of Coverage 


























































HIGHWAY EXTENSION AND RESERACH PROJECT FOR INDIANA COUNTIES AND CITIES (HERPICC) 
1988 SURVEY OF COUNTY HIGHWAY WAGE RATES, WORK SCHEDULES AND BENEFITS 
Life Insurance 
Carrieres) Offered as Benefit 
Prudential 
Key Benefit Administrators, Ins. 
Blue Cross/Blue Shield 
Prudential 
Farm Bureau of Indiana 
Information not received 
Washington National Insurance 
Blue Cross/Blue Shield 
Connecticut General 
Information not received 
Maccabees Mutual Life Insurance 






Mutual Security Life Ins., Co. 
Central Reserve Life 
Farm Bureau Insurance 











































































HIGHWAY EXTENSION AND RESERACH PROJECT FOR INDIANA COUNTIES AND CITIES (HERPICC) 
1988 SURVEY OF COUNTY HIGHWAY WAGE RATES. WORK SCHEDULES AND BENEFITS 
Life Insurance 
Carrier(s) Offered as Benefit 
Parke County Employee Benefit 
Plan - BMA Leighton Willhite 
Associate Life Insurance 
Information not received 
Maccabees Mutual Life 
Associated Life Insurance 






Ohio National Like Insurance Co. Yes 
Associates Life Ins. Co./Blue Cross/ Yes 
Blue Shield 
Golden Rule Insurance 
Associates Life Insurance Co. 
Safeco Life Insurance. Corp. 
Associates Life Ins. Co. 
American States 
Farm Bureau Insurance 
Blue Cross/Blue Shield 
Farm Bureau Insurance 




























$ 5,000 + AD & D 
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HIGHWAY EXTENSION AND RESERACH PROJECT FOR INDIANA COUNTIES AND CITIES (HERPICC) 
1988 SURVEY OF COUNTY HIGHWAY WAGE RATES, WORK SCHEDULES AND BENEFITS 
Life Insurance 
Carrier (s) Offered as Benefit Amount of Coverage 
No 
American Community Mutual Ins. Yes $10,000 
Information not received 
Prudential Yes $10,000 
Security Life Ins. Yes $ 5,000 
Farm Bureau Insurance Yes $ 5,000 
No 
Maccabees Mutual Yes $10,000 
Associate Life Yes $10,000 
None 
Farm Bureau Yes yearly income 
None 
Employers Health Care Yes $20,000 
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